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THE BEAUTY OF THE PEOPLES
*******************************************

The Grail Message: http://www.grailnet.org/toc_page.htm

THE EARTH is now being encompassed by the Light. A strong cloak firmly envelops the g
lobe so that the Darkness cannot escape. Ever stronger becomes the pressure, sharply 
forcing together all that is evil, so that one cycle after another of all that has ha
ppened must come to a close, and the end be connected with the beginning. Spears and 
arrows of Light dart here and there, swords of Light flash forth, and Lucifer's minio
ns are being sorely afflicted to their destruction.  Holy Victory for the Light here 
upon earth.  That is God's Almighty Will! Light shall be everywhere, also among all t
he errors of mankind so that they may now recognize truthfulness!

The great new time shall be ushered in as a blessing for all the peoples, so tha
t they may feel happy upon the soil to which they belong, and thus come to full bloss
om in exact accordance with their race, bearing rich fruit and working only towards t
he harmonious development of the whole of mankind upon earth.

Thus beauty will arise afresh! The entire earth will become a picture of beauty 
as though it had issued from the Hand of the Sublime Creator Himself, for all human s
pirits will then swing in the same sense, their joyful activity ascending in jubilant
prayers of thanks to the Luminous Heights, there to mirror all the harmony of happin



ess manifesting on earth!

But this God−willed beauty cannot come about as long as the leaders try to force
upon their people and upon their country foreign habits and customs, foreign clothin
g, and foreign architectural styles in the illusion that this makes for the progress 
of their people. Imitation is not uplifting, there is no personal achievement in it! 
Uniformity through copying is wrong!

The best measure of this is the sense of beauty which is given to you so that yo
u may recognize what is right and what is wrong in these matters. Devote yourselves t
o the original, true sense of beauty, and then you can never err! For this is linked 
with the Primordial Laws of Creation, and is the expression of a knowledge of perfect
ion which still remains hidden. It is an infallible signpost for every spirit, becaus
e only that which is spiritual in this Subsequent Creation possesses the ability, at 
a very definite stage of maturity and in full consciousness, to recognize real beauty
.

But here also you have unfortunately long since extinguished the unbiased intuit
ive perception through the fall of man (which you now know about), with its disastrou
s consequences arising from the domination of the intellect, which created caricature
s of everything. The form which the intellect substituted for the conception of true 
beauty is the folly of fashion, to which your vanity only too gladly submitted. This 
slavery to fashion has completely buried your sense of beauty for noble, graceful for
ms, which is given to your spirit as a guide and a staff in this coarse existence upo
n earth, thus causing you to lose a strong support through your own guilt.

Otherwise, in every circumstance of life and in all places, you would always and
at once intuitively perceive and know if something is not in order because wherever 
your sense of beauty is unable to vibrate joyfully the harmony which is a strict cond
ition for Creation does not exist as it should. And where there is no harmony there i
s no beauty either!

Look at a China Man when he wears a top−hat, or a Japanese or Turk for that matt
er! Caricatures of European culture! Look at the Japanese woman who nowadays dresses 
herself in European clothes, and then see her when she wears the costume of her own c
ountry.  What a difference!  How much she loses when wearing clothes alien to her cou
ntry! It is indeed a great loss for her!

In the advancement of its own culture alone lies true progress for each of the p
eoples!  There must naturally be ascent in everything, and no standstill. But this up
ward progress must always take place upon and out of its own soil, not through adopti
ng foreign things, otherwise it is never progress. The word itself in its true sense 
rejects any imitation. A people can only progress through the upward development of w
hat it already possesses, and not by the adoption of something it has borrowed.  Taki
ng something over is not progress, for progress shows itself in the improvement of wh
at already exists. This alone should cause some reflection! Nor is that which is borr
owed or taken over really one's property, even if one wishes to make it so!  It is no
t something personally achieved, not a result of the peoples' own spirit, of which al
one it could and must be proud!

A great task rests therein for everyone overseas: To let each people there becom
e great within itself, entirely out of itself, through its own abilities, which vary 
so greatly among the many peoples of this earth.  All must come to full blossom accor
ding to the nature of the soil upon which they have developed. They must remain adapt
ed to this soil in order to unfold that beauty which swings harmoniously upon earth w
ith the others. It is just through the difference in kind that right harmony comes in
to existence, and not through uniformity among all the peoples. If this had been will
ed, then there would have been only one country and one people. This, however, would 
soon bring about a standstill and ultimately decay and death, because tine refreshing
influence of the complementary would be missing.

Here again just look at the flowers in the meadows, which stimulate and refresh 
and indeed spread happiness around on account of their variety!

But failure to observe such laws of development will come home severely to the p
eoples, for this, too, will finally lead to retrogression and collapse: there can be 



no upward soaring because all healthiness is lacking.   Man cannot strive against tho
se things to which he, like every other creature is subject, in as much as he will ne
ver achieve anything unless he takes into account the Living Laws which are woven int
o this Creation. Wherever he acts against and disregards them he is bound to suffer s
hipwreck sooner or later. The later it happens the more violently it will occur! Thus
every leader must also bear the main responsibility for that which he mismanages due
to his wrong attitude. He must then suffer for his entire people, who in their distr
ess cling firmly to him spiritually!

I repeat once more: True progress for each people lies solely in the development
of its own culture adapted to the soil, the climate and the race.  Man must become i
ndigenous in the purest sense, if he wishes to develop and expect help from the Light
. He should beware of adopting the habits and customs of peoples alien to his nature,
not to mention foreign opinions.  To be rooted in one's native soil is a basic condi
tion and alone guarantees health, strength and maturity!

Has man not yet learned enough from the bitter experiences he often called forth
through the gift of his own culture to foreign peoples, the decline of which he then
had to experience? Only a very few have been induced to reflect upon this!  But even
this reflection has so far seeped away in the sand, unable to find any ground whicln
could hold an anchor!

To sweep away the evil and inaugurate a new, happy and rich life in the countrie
s overseas is an incisive task. It is of revolutionary character, because its results
will affect all peoples upon earth, bringing them support and recovery, indeed happi
ness!
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